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SUB TO CHASEDUNND SUB TO CHASEDUNND May 1, 2017 YouTuber akidearest uploaded a vlog with her thoughts on a manga called Why This Manga Was So Difficult for Me. In five months, the video has garnered more than 440,000 views and 2,300 comments. Edit edit source 177013 edit SUB TO
CHASEDUNND Add a photo to this gallery table exploited edit source table exploited is a panel of Chapter 3 series in which the hero Saki returns to his school desk to find his vandalism with offensive language. It has been remixed in a number of ways, often to rethink context as more positive, or even refer to
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a photo to this gallery table exploited edit source table exploited is a panel of Chapter 3 series in which the hero Saki returns to his school desk to find his vandalism with offensive language. It has been remixed in a number of ways, often to rethink context as more positive, or even refer to Toddposting. Add a photo to
this gallery as we do on Facebook! This site is marked as a private owner. If you want to view it, you need two things: WordPress.com score. You don't have an account? All you need is an email address and password - sign up here! Permission from the owner of the site. Once you've created an account, log in and
review it screen to request an invitation. If you already have both of them, great! Entering here Metamorphosis is by far the best manga blog post about on Valentine's Day.I just finished reading this manga and I just had to share my thoughts about it, it was a manga that really touched and affected me, it was beautiful but
tragic. Warning: This blog contains spoilers for the manga Metamorphosis and mentions of rape, incest, drug use, prostitution, teenage pregnancy, abortion and many similar things, if you do not feel comfortable that do not read this blog.✧‧゚: ✧‧゚:‧゚✧: ‧゚✧ Metamophosis follows a naive young girl named Saki and her
downward spiral into the world of sex, drugs and prostitution. When Saki Yoshida graduated from high school and entered high school, she decided to try to become a more social person, with the help of her mother she fixes her appearance, which turns her from a simple girl into a beauty. Saki gets picked up by a guy
named Gayato, her not knowing his intentions, follows him to a karaoke bar and ends up having a good time with him, Gayato comes to her and convinces her to take drugs, she takes him not fully knowing what it is and ends up having sex with Gayato, who convinces her that she is in love with him until he only treats
her as someone he uses for sex. A week later, she finds herself out of her best interests because of her not owning expensive fashion accessories and stuff they have, when she expresses it to her friends, they pressure her to peer into compensated dating, her client escort turns an old man who then tries to make
advances on her, but she is unable to deal with it, as she was told to, they end up having sex when he offers Saki extra money. One of her classmates inform her that they have seen her coming out of the hotel, desperately trying not to let this information leak, she offers to do something for them, they enjoy it and ask her
about sexual favors as it spreads, more and more people blackmail her and she has no choice but to have sex with them, it causes a bad reputation to spread about her and leads to her suffering from bullying. On top of that, she ended up getting regularly raped by her father because she reminded him of her mother's
younger version. When her father found out for it, her mother accuses her and accuses her of tempted him and kicking her, now homeless with no where to go, she contacts the only person in her life she left - Hayato.Hayato is indebted for not paying for the drugs he bought and is in trouble, he gets Saki to sniff cocaine
and gets her high , She agrees to have sex and engage in prostitution to pay off Gayato's debt to save him, she fucks with Obata-san, the man Selling The Drug ToHayato as her first client, they end up giving her a piercing until she is too tall to know what's going on. Saki eventually completely transforms her appearance
- getting tattoos, dying her blonde hair, tan and wear skimpy clothes. Saki soon discovers that she was pregnant, Ayato manipulates her to abort the baby, although Saki does not want. She contacts her first escort client, but he doesn't want her anymore because she no longer has a clean and innocent appearance,
telling her that she's worth less than a cheap prostitute, which makes her doubt her value. She gives the guy a discount and pleads with him until he finally accepts the offer, after having sex with him, she lies to Ayaato that the client bailed on her to hide the fact that she gave him a discount but gets no answer. Worried,
she heads to the Obata-san store to check if Hayato was there when she arrives there, she ends up getting drugged and forcefully gang-banged by him and two of his customers and then dumped in the trash, with Hayato's money, drugs and her stolen cell phone. then if she pays her back for drugs or a wad of cash, she
tries to force herself to pick up the cash but ends up succeeding her drug addiction and chooses drugs rather than and ends up having sex with Obata-san while high. When Ayato finds out what happened, he beats her and kicks her out. Saki - now homeless again, wanders aimlessly until she wants to drug kicking again,
and she ends up masturbating in a park bench while tall and gets raped by two homeless men riddled with disease. After she falls unconsious people decide to give her some food and carry her to the shanty city where they live, she pukes her guts out and realize that she is pregnant again, but this time she decides not
to abort the baby and change for better and be a good mother, she collects up money for her baby by having sex with random people. She is still unable to get over her addiction though. Her high school classmates stumble upon her and don't recognize her when they see all the cash she's saved up, they assume she's a
thief, she's trying to run away, but she's caught and beaten them, kicking her uterus and vagina constantly, which makes her, they call her horrible names and shove a bottle of her as she begs them to stop as her baby dies they take pictures, eventually bored, steal all their money, then leave. She finds a pair of broken
glasses and puts them on, crying, looking at herself in the mirror as it reminded her of her older self. She smashes the mirror in a fit of rage and then crawls under the sink, crying and apologizing to the baby that she will not be able to become a mother. She takes all the medications she has left, and uses them all,
admitting to herself that she is a weak person and unable to control herself, her story ends with her death from a drug overdose, with a smile on her face. Rigr before her death, she imagined what her life might be if she was able to change herself herself to raise your child. The manga ends with the final panel of broken
glasses lying on the floor with Saki's blood surrounding it.⌌⊱⇱⊶⊷⊶⊷⊶⊷⊶⊷⊰⌍ My thoughtsMetamorphosis was a really beautiful but tragic tale, at first I was a little skeptical because of his time hentai, but soon enough I found myself completely immersed in the manga, all my doubts washing away, sexuality and
sex in general used to represent Saki falling deeper and deeper into the pit. One of the things that hit me the most about this manga was the fact that it's a very real situation that something like this could happen in the world right at this point. It really showed that not every story can have a happy ending, it's still very
depressing to think about what Saki's life could be. Throughout this manga, all I wanted to do was help Saki and give her a hug, I wanted her to find a good guy who would help her and live a happy life after giving birth so bad, but life is not a fairy tale, it's a cruel, unforgiving and happy ending not so often, this manga just
did an impressive job of demonstrating that ending up with the overall theme of this story is perfect. I would 100% recommend Metamorphosis for anyone who can handle tons of sex, drug use, prostitution and violence, even if you don't like or enjoy it, in the end it has something very meaningful to say that has left a huge
impact on me, so I think it's worth experiencing. Metamorphosis is one of those manga that is going to stick with me for a long time, the only other anime/manga that has affected me emotionally is a lot of Koe not Katachi / Silent Voice.This is probably the most depressing thing, which I've ever read, but it was still such a
heartbreaking but beautiful story, definitely one of my favorite manga of all time now.⌎⊱⊶⊷⊶⊷⊶⊷⊶⊷⇲⊰⌏My ScoresArt: 10/10Story: 10/10Characters: 8/10Enjoyment: 10/10AllOver Score: 10/10.✦✧✦✧ 10/10.✦✧✦✧
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